
Bio: 

From Eddie Vedder’s primal yells and soothing baritone to screaming solos and classic rock hooks, 

Vitalogy brings the full Pearl Jam concert experience to a stage near you.  With a repertoire that includes 

all the classic hits as well as the B-sides, hidden tracks, and new material, Vitalogy engages and excites 

everyone from the casual listener to the most avid Pearl Jam fan.  As Jaime Reidy of the Huffington Post 

said, “I may never have seen a more amazing Pearl Jam performance than the one I witnessed on 

Sunday. Just epic. ... Of course, we didn't actually see Eddie Vedder et al. No, we enjoyed a performance 

by Vitalogy.” 

 

Testimonials: 

“But I may never have seen a more amazing Pearl Jam performance than the one I witnessed on Sunday. 

Just epic. The band played all the fan favorites and closed with the best foursome of songs possible: 

"Last Kiss," "Alive," "Baba O'Riley," and "Yellow Ledbetter." … Of course, we didn't actually see Eddie 

Vedder et al. No, we enjoyed a performance by Vitalogy, a PJ tribute band, at a Beer Gardens in 

Hermosa Beach, CA.” – Jaime Reidy, The Huffington Post 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jamie-reidy/cover-me_b_599561.html 

 

“This LA-based tribute band is comprised of a small group of die-hard Pearl Jam fans who traveled the 

world just to see them play. Pearl Jam is a Seattle-based 90s rock band that is said to have “changed the 

face of music forever.” What sets Vitalogy apart is the fact that there is no Pearl Jam song the band 

doesn’t know, including “B side & Bonus track” songs.” – Niki Payne, CBS Los Angeles, in an article that 

featured Vitalogy as one of the top 7 cover bands in all of Los Angeles. 

http://losangeles.cbslocal.com/top-lists/best-cover-bands-in-los-angeles/ 

 

“… [The] lead vocalist, an appropriately grunge-attired Aaron Saffa, has the mannerisms and facial 

effects - and sounds identical to - the real thing's Eddie Vedder.” – Tim Grobalty, Long Beach Press 

Telegram 

 

“Working with Vitalogy was definitely a highlight of Summer and Music's Battle of the Tribute Bands 

event. … Their musicianship is extraordinary and their audience appeal was outstanding. On top of being 

incredible performers, they are exemplary in their professionalism and kindness. I look forward to 

working with them in the future!” – Ashley Hectus, Long Beach Summer and Music (SAM) Coordinator 

 

“They are the total package of talent and professionalism that you need to make your event run 

smoothly. I give them my highest recommendation.” – Dan Mitchell, Orange County Music Academy 

Founder 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jamie-reidy/cover-me_b_599561.html
http://losangeles.cbslocal.com/top-lists/best-cover-bands-in-los-angeles/

